ABSTRACT. Many problems in artificial intelligence involve the searching of large trees of alternative possibilities for example, game-playing and theorem-proving. The problem of efficiently searching large trees is discussed. A new method called "dynamic ordering" is described, and the older minimax and Alpha-Beta procedures are described for comparison purposes. Performance figures are given for six variations of the game of kalah. A quantity called "depth ratio" is derived which is a measure of the efficiency of a search procedure. A theoretical limit of efficiency is calculated and it is shown experimentally that the dynamic ordering procedure approaches that limit.
Introduction
Tree searching is a task which must be done in many different types of computer procedures. Game-playing [1, 3, 4, 11, 13, 15, 16] , theorem-proving [7, 8, 19] , and many other heuristic programs [8, 18. 19 ] must perform some kind of tree search. The efficiency of tree searching is crucial to such procedures because tree searching is usually very time-consuming. In this paper we are concerned with techniques for reducing the effort required to search ,~ given tree. All the procedures described in this paper were written in Lisp 1.5 and run on tm IBM 7094 computer.
As an example of a tree-searching problem, consider the game of checkers. Let us define P as the current position of the game; P includes the location and identity of each man on the board and an indication of whose turn it is to move. The rules of the game permit B different alternative moves from P. Each such move defines a new game position P~. We say that the successors of P are P1, P~, • • " , P, • In playing the game it is necessary to select one of these alternative possibilities. But in order to make a wise choice, it is necessary to look several moves ahead. If each successor of P~ also has B successors, then two moves ahead, there will be B 2 successors designated by Pi,: , P1.~ , " "" , P:., , P2.~ . ' "' , PB.B • In general, looking D moves ahead we find B 9 positions, each one identified by a D-tuple. This is assuming that B remains constant. In checkers, 10 is a typical value for B. Thus in looking ahead six moves, we have one million positions to consider. A checkerplaying procedure would assign a value to each one of the terminal positions by means of some evaluation function, back these values up to the D = 1 level by assuming that each player will choose, ~t each node, that move which is best for himself, and then select that move which has the largest backed-up value.
Positions are usually evaluated by a value function which assigns ~ numerical value to each position. We define VA,~.c to be the value of position PA.~ .c -A~ value function is usually a linear combination of features. For example, in checkers a simple evaluation polynomial might be two times the man advantage plus three times the king advantage, where "advantage" means the number ~ player has mirms the number his opponent has. If we assume a two-person, zero-sum game, then a large value is favorable to one player and unfavorable to the other player. We call the former player Max and the latter player Min. By convention, it is Max's turn to move at P, the top position of a tree.
The value of a position determined by direct application of the value function is called the static value of the position. The backed-up value of a position is the value obtained by generating successors, evaluating them, and backing up a vMue by means of some backing-up function.
There are several types of backing-up functions, but the minimax procedure is the one most commonly used in game-playing programs. It is based on the assumption that each player will choose that move which is most advantageous to himself. Thus, we back up the maximum successor value when it is Max's ~urn to move (called a "Max position") and the minimum successor vMue when it is Miffs turn to move (called a "Min position"). Although other types are possible, ~ all the work described in this paper was done with a minimax backing-up procedure.
The backing-up procedure may be applied recursively to back-up values from any depth. Thus, each position has a static value, a first backed-up value derived from the static values of the immediate successors, a second backed-up value derived from the static values of the successors of the successors, a third backed-up value, and so on. In principle one could back up Win/Lose/Draw values on the complete game tree. Usually, of course, the tree is so large that it is not practical to reach the end, so we must stop at some depth called DMAX • The relationship between shallow and deep backed-up values of ~ position is central to the tree-searching problem. The value function is intended to predict which positions are most likely to lead to winning the game. Deeper backed-up values are presumably more accurate than shallow ones. But we expect to find a correlation between shallow and deep values. If the static value of P1 is larger than the static value of P2, it is likely that backed-up values will also be larger for P~ than for P~. The relation of shallow and deeper values for all ten of the depth-1 positions in one version of the game of kMah is shown in Figure 1 . (A. similar graph for a different version of kalah is shown in Figure 6 .)
The fact that shallow values predict deeper values suggests a way to reduce the size of a large tree. For example, if the static value of one successor to a 1V~ax position is very low compared to the others, it is unlikely that deeper search will reveal a backed-up value that is higher than the others. Hence, it may save time to "forward prune" the low-valued successor from the tree, that is, make no deep search under it. However, all of the methods discussed in this paper operate without forward pruning. Thus it is guaranteed that, for a given depth of search, one of the highest vMued successors will be chosen.
Since all of the tree-search programs described herein were tested on kalah. brief description of the rules of the game is now given. The game is played with a number of stones and a number of holes. Each player owns one big hole, called a kalah, and six smaller holes. At the beginning of the game the kalahs are empty and there are N stones in each of the other holes. Figure 2 (top) shows the starting position for three-in-a-hole kalah. A player wins if he gets more than half the stones in his kalah.
Experiments With Some Programs That Search Game Trees
To make a move, a player first picks up all the stones in one of his holes: He then proceeds counterclockwise around the board, putting one stone in each hole, ineluding his own kalah, but skipping his opponent's kalah until all the picked-up stones are gone. What happens next depends on where the last stone lands. There arc three alternatives. If the last stone lands in the player's own kalah, he makes another move. This is called a "go-again."
The second alternative is called a "capture." If the last stone lands in an empty hole owned by the player, and if the opponent's hole directly opposite contains at least one stone, then the player captures all the stones in the opponent's hole. The player places all the captured stones and his own last stone in his kalah, and the opponent moves next. The third alternative is the simplest case. If the last stoIm lands so that neither a go-again nor a capture occurs, then the opponent moves next.
There are two conditions which end the game. If a player gets more than half of the stones in his kalah, the game is over and he is the winner. If all the holes owned by one player, say Min, become empty (even if it is not his turn to move), then all the stones remaining in Max's holes are put in Max's kalah and the game is over. In either case the winner is the player who has more stones in his kalah at the end of the game.
These rules are illustrated by several moves shown in Figure 2 (bottom). An obvious value function to use in this game is the number of stones in Max's kalah minus the number of stones in Min's kalah. This value function, called the kalah advantage, was used in all the programs described in this paper. Now we consider results obtained with the simplest kind of tree-searching procedure, the simple minimax procedure. This method examines every possible successor down to D~aax. The positions at the bottom of the tree are evaluated and the results are backed up to the first level by the minimax backing-up procedure. The procedure moves to the first depth-1 position with the highest backed-up value. Table I gives search time and size of tree generated in terms of the number of positions at the bottom of the tree (NBP). Six different forms of kalah were tested to lend greater generality to conclusions.
The number of stones in each hole at the start of the game was varied from one to six. This provides six similar but distinctly different games on which to test the procedures.
Alpha-Beta
Alpha-Beta 2 is a tree-search procedure that is faster than minimax but still equivalent in the sense that both procedures will always choose the same depth-1 successor at best, and will assign the same value to it. Alpha-Beta is typically several orders of magnitude faster than minimax. It saves time by not searching certain branches of the tree. Under certain conditions the values of certain branches do not affect the value which is ultimately backed up to higher levels of the tree. Hence, there is no point in evaluating these branches. When the Alpha-Beta program detects these
The Alpha-Beta procedure was first used by Newell, Shaw, and Simon in 1958 (see [8] , p. 56), but was not given a specific name. The procedure is discussed in more detail by Edwards and Hart in [6] . conditions, it stops work on one branch and skips to another. This event is called an alpha or beta cutoff. To see how the Alpha-Beta program works, consider the example shown in Figure  3 . Alpha-Beta starts just like the minimax procedure by evaluating all the successors of P,. The minimum of these static values is then backed up to P, since P1 is a 5~Iin position. The backed-up value of P, is alpha and has the value 5 in the example.
Alpha is a lower limit for the backed-up value of the top position, P. Since P isa h/lax position, we back up the value of the largest valued successor of P. Since we have evaluated only one successor a~ this time, we do not know what the final value of P will be, but we do know that it will be 5 or larger. The value of alpha may change as the other successors are evaluated, but it can only increase, not decrease.
Having evaluated P~, the procedure begins work on P2 • An alpha cutoff takes place at P2.~ since V:,j = 3 is less than alpha. Since P.2 is a Min position, V~.~ is an upper limit for V2 • Since V2 is less than alpha, P: is definitely eliminated as candidate for the largest valued successor of P. There is no point in evaluating the other successors of P2 so the procedure begins work on P~ next.
The alpha cutoffs save the machine a good deal of time. In the example shown in Figure 3 there is an alpha cutoff ~t P2.J • which means that the machine need not bother to evaluate P2,2 or P~.~. A second alpha cutoff occurs at P3,2, which eliminates P3~. Thus in this example the Alpha-Beta program would evaluate only six of the bottom-level successors while a minimax program would evaluate all nine.
Although the example is given for a tree of only three levels, it is clear that the procedure will work just the same below any Max position. P~. at any depth in a large tree, provided oniy that there are at least two levels below P~. If there were more bevels below P~ .~ in the example then we could use the backed-up value of P~a illstead of the static value. If there are more levels above P. then we would back up the final value of P. Moreover, it is possible to pass a value of alpha down from the top of a large tree. Thus an ~lpha established at depth 1 could be used to produce cutoffs at depths 2, 4, and 6. These deep cutoffs are illustrated in Figure 4 .
Alpha is defined by the values of the successors of a Max position (odd depths) while alpha cutoffs occur among successors of a Min position (even depths). It is possible to define another variable, beta, which is established at even depths and generates cutoffs at odd depths. The action of beta cutoffs is exactly the inverse of that for alpha cutoffs. In fact, it is the usual practice of the author who did the programming (Dixon) to write the functions in LISP which evaluate Max position and then have the computer automatically write the corresponding functions for Min positions simply by interchanging Max and Min, alpha and beta, < and >, and so on. The results of applying an Alpha-Beta tree search to kaIah are given in Table II . The effect of alpha and beta cutoffs is to make the tree grow more slowly with depth. Thus, the advantage of Alpha-Beta over minimax depends on depth. It is about twice as good at DMAX = 3 and about thirty times as good at DMAx --6. This dependence on depth of tree-search procedures is typical.
Hence, it would be convenient to have a depth-independent measure of the relative efficiency of a tree-searching program. Such a measure is DR, the depth ratio, defined as
where N is the number of nodes at the bottom of the tree, and NMM is the number of nodes at the bottom of the tree in a minimax search. DR is a number between 0 and 1 and indicates the effective depth of a search procedure in comparison to the minimax procedure. For example, a DR = 0.667 would indicate th at the program in question could search a tree to depth 6 with approximately as much effort as the minimax procedure would need to search to depth 4. Thus DR ~-1 for simple minimax procedure. DR may be converted into relative tree size and an estimate of computer rumfing time, thus:
where NMM is the number of nodes and T~uat is the running time of our standard, the minimax procedure. The Alpha-Beta procedure has a DR of 0.733 at, DMax = 6. It is clear that the Alpha-Beta procedure is a substantial improvement in tree-searching technique.
The Alpha-Beta procedure is equivalent to minimax in the sense that the two procedures will always choose the same depth-1 successor as best and will always give the same value for that successor. All the other procedures described in this paper have the same equivalence property with respect to the minimax procedure, except that some programs may choose another depth-1 successor of equal value. If several depth-1 successors have the same final value, and if that value is the maximum depth-1 value, then the one which is first evaluated will be chosen as best. Samuel [16] refers to this as the "hazardless" property.
Fixed Ordering
The number of cutoffs generated by the Alpha-Beta procedure depends on the order in which the successors are evaluated. Consider Figure 3 , for example. If the machine had evaluated P~, then P3, then P,, alpha would have been 0, then 1, then 5, and there would have been no alpha cutoffs at all.
This fact suggests the possibility of improving the Alpha-Beta procedure by ordering successors of a position in order to generate a large number of alpha and beta cutoffs.
This can in fact be done by ordering the successors by their static values. The largest valued successor of a Max position is put first and the reverse order is used for successors of a Min position. This procedure is based on the assumption that the static value of a position is positively correlated with the deeper, backed-up value of that position.
This procedure is equivalent to the Alpha-Beta procedure except that it will sometimes choose a different depth-1 successor but one of equal value. Thus, if the order in which the successors are evaluated is changed, the program may choose a different one as best.
The results of a fixed-order, Alpha-Beta program are shown in Table Ill . The same starting positions of kalah were used as before so that the data can be compared. Let us consider the typical case of five-in-a-hole kalah searched to DMAX = 6. Counting positions at the bottom, this tree has a full size of 292,196 by minimax search. Alpha-Beta needs to look at only 12,359 positions, while fixed ordering cuts the search down to only 2,515 positions. Thus, by this measure, the fixed-ordering program represents 'all improvement of two orders of magnitude over the simple minimax program. The depth ratio of the tree is 0.589 at DMAX = 6. It is obvious that the program does not run any faster if ordering is done at the bottom level of the tree, since this would only mean that the bottom positions are evaluated twice. However, it is not intuitively clear whether it is worthwhile to order at the next level above the bottom or not. The question of where to stop ordering was experimentally investigated by means of a parameter called SWD. SWD (SWitch Depth) is the number of levels above the bottom of the tree at which the program stops ordering and reverts to the plain Alpha-Beta procedure. Thus, SWD = 0 means that ordering takes place at all levels including the bottom, SWD = 1 means that the bottom level is not ordered, and so on. Experimental results showing the effect of SWD oll computer running time are shown in Table IV . Early results showed that SWD = 2 was fastest. Rumfing times formed a broad minimum with SWD = 1 and SWD = 3 being within about 30 percent of the minimum. SWD = 0 ran 50 to 100 percent longer. "Number CONSes'" in Table IV refers to tile number of times the Lisp function CONS was called. Each call to CONS consumes one word of computer memory to create new list structure. "CONS" is derived fl'om "construct." The number of CONSes is often ~t good measure of computer effort.
At a later time, the ordering function was rewritten and made much faster. Results with the new ordering function are also shown in Table IV . SWD = 1 was best this time with SWD = 2 and SWD = 3 close and SWD = 0 much slower. So we ca I l conclude that the best value for SWD depends oll the speed of the ordering function in relation to the other functions of the program.
Dynamic Ordering
Ordering the successors on the basis of static values makes tree-searching go a good deal faster. But tile ordering obtained by static vMues is not always correct. As tile deep search progresses under a given position our state of knowledge about that position gradually improves and it becomes possible to make more and more accurate estimates of the true deep value of the position. Occasionally we discover that our original estimate based on the static value was quite wrong and that the position we have chosen to evaluate first will really have a very bad (low for successor of Max position) backed-up value. Intuition suggests that, if not too much work has already been done on the position, it might be wise to stop work, return the estimated bad vMue, reorder the positions, and make another choice for the first position to evaluate. Then later when the original position is evaluated, we have a targer value of alpha (or a lower value for beta) and will get a great many cutoffs which would otherwise have been missed.
Consider the example shown in Figure 5 . The list of numbers after "Fixed Order" shows the order in which the depth-2 positions would be evaluated by a fixed-order program. The X indicates that the position was not evaluated because of an alpha cutoff.
The sequence of events in the dynamic case is as follows: First, the positions at depth 1 are ordered on the basis of their static values. The static values are P~ = 10, P2 = 9, and P3 = 6. The static value of P~ is called A. This value is important because P2 is ~he next choice in case the decision is made to reorder. Next, the machine begins to evaluate P~. P~.~ is evaluated and the result (-1) is compared to ,4 (+9). Since -1 is a great deal lower than 9, the machine decides to abandon P~ and reorder. The new order isP2 = 9. P8 = 6, P~ = -1. Now A is set to 6 and P2 and is evaluated. P~,~ has thc value 5 which is less than A, but not very much less. The machine decides to continue with P~. P~,2 and P2.3 are evaluated and the Min value 5 is backed up to P~. Alpha is now assigned the value 5 and the rest of successors are evaluated by the Alpha-Beta procedure. An alpha cutoff occurs at P3.~, saving two depth-2 evaluations, and again at PE.~, saving another two evaluations. A total of six depth-2 positions are evaluated by the dynamic-ordering procedure. This compares with seven positions evaluated by the fixed-order procedure.
The tree in Figure 5 has a maximum depth of only 3. This is the most shallow tree on which dynamic reordering can be used. On deeper trees the procedure is more complex. If the depth of the tree is 4 or more, then we can dynamically reordei" the positions at level 3. Since these are the successors of a Min position, we attempt to explore the lowest valued position first. B is the name of the second best (second lowest valued) position. The decision to reorder will be made if deeper search reveals that the value of the best (lowest valued) position is probably going to be too much larger than B. Thus the procedure for B cutoffs is analogous to that for A cutoffs.
The roles of "greater" and "less" are interchanged. The relation between A and B is just the same as the relation between alpha and beta.
If the tree has a maximum depth of 5 or greater, then two or more A's may exist in the tree at the same time. One will be generated at depth 1 (A,) and another at depth 3 (A3). The value of A below level 3 is the larger of A1 or As • An A cutoff below level 3 will cause reordering at level 1 if the returned value meets cutoff criteria with respect to A1. Otherwise reordering will take place a~ level 3. If the tree has a maximum depth of 6 or greater then there will be two or more B's and an an•ogous procedure can be used to resolve conflicts between the several B's. The procedure is recursive so it can be used on trees of any depth and reordering can take place at any level except the bottom. An important parameter of the A-B procedure is DELTA. DELTA is the quantity which determines how stubborn the procedure is about reordering. More exactly, reordering takes place if the current estimated value of the first Choice is less tharl A -DELTA or greater than B ~ DELTA. Intuitively, we would expect that with a large enough DELTA, the procedure would never reorder and would run just the same as the fixed-order procedure. Conversely, with a small DELTA, the prograra would be slowed by an excessive number of reorderings. This is, in fact, what happens. Typical results are shown in Table V . NVAL in Table V is the number of times the value function is called. NVAL is a measure of the size of the tree, but it is larger than NBP. Time in Table V is given in seconds. NCONS is the number of times the Lisp function CONS is called. NREO is the number of reorderings which occur.
It is evident that DELTA must be carefully chosen if SHALLOWAB is to be more efficient than the fixed-order program. The running times and tree size of SHAL-LOWAB are shown in Table VI . SHALLOWAB produces a tree that is typically 10 percent smaller than ordered Alpha-Beta and has a DR of 0.582. This advantage tends to increase with depth. Epsilon, shown in Table VI , is discussed next.
Since the SHALLOWAB program makes reordering decisions by comparing values derived at different depths, it is natural to ask if such values are really comparable. Figure 6 (a) shows that they are not. There is a pronounced rhythmic rise and fall of the value-versus-depth function. This is caused by the fact that each player has a temporary advantage when it is his turn to move. This causes values from even depths to be an average of 1.5 smaller than values from odd depths. Thus, values obtained from even depths would tend to cause too many A-type reorderings, whereas values obtained from odd depths would tend to cause too many B-type reorderings. However, the effect can be canceled by adding 1.5 to the value of all even depth positions. The results of adding this constant, called epsilon, are shown in Figure 6 (b).
Many variations of SHALLOWAB were tested in attempts to improve its per- Estimated by extrapolation since this problem would not fil into memory.
formance. The one variation which proved most efficient is a program called SAVE-LIST. When this program decides to reorder, it saves the tree which has ~lready been generated in the form of a list. Thus it never has to generate any position twice. Typical SAVELIST results are shown in Table VII . It is about 20 percent more efficient than the fixed-order program, and has a DR of 0.572.
Tables VI and VII refer to the parameter SWDD. This parameter is the number of levels at which reordering is inhibited, so that only fixed ordering takes place. The optimum value for this parameter was found to be 1. Thus, in a tree of depth 6, dynamic ordering takes place at the top four levels, fixed ordering at depth 5, and simple Alpha-Beta with no ordering at depth 6.
It can be concluded that dynamic ordering represents a modest improvement over fixed ordering.
5.
Perfect Ordering t)erhaps ~he reason that dynamic ordering produced so modest an improvement is that the ordering of tile successors is already nearly perfect. Theoretical analysis shows that if the ordering is perfect so that every possible alpha or beta cutoff actually occurs, the tree would grow at ~bout the one-half power of its usual rate. This theorem is attributed to Michael Levin in [6] . It is illustrated in Figure 7 . i proof of the theorem is now given since, to the authors' knowledge, no proof has been previously published.
PROOF. Let us call the number of positions to be evaluated N. where D is the maximum depth of the tree. (
The first alpha cutoffs occur at D = 2. There are no cutoffs in the X part so
The X part of the search establishes an optimum value for alpha, so in the Y part all possible alpha cutoffs will be attained. At D = 2 we need to evaluate only one successor to each position at the D = 1 level. Thus, 
We prove this lemma by induction. Assume 
By (7) we have
This shows that (9) follows from (8). Now we show that (8) 
Applying (5) we get
Substituting (9) and (15) in (1) we get
simplifying,
Equation ( 
Substituting (19) and (8) in (1) we get
Simplifying we get 
2"
Thus in the limiting case of large B, the size of the tree increases by the factor 2 from odd to even depths and by the factor B/2 from even to odd depths. Now let, us consider the theoretical advantage of Alpha-Beta over minimax, in the case where we get every possible cutoff. For even D,
For the typical cases, B = 10, D = 6, andD = 4, The DR = 0.572 of the SAVELIST procedure at DMA x = 6 is quite close to the theoretical lirnit of 0.550.
To confirm the hypothesis that tile limit of perfect ordering was being approached, a program was written which artificially put the successors at every level into perfect order. This program is very slow but it does determine the size of a tree which is perfectly ordered at every level. The results are shown in Table VIII .
Comparison With Other Procedures
We now discuss some other efficient tree-searching procedures which have been proposed and compare them with the A-B procedure. We consider five procedures, proposed by Amarel [2] , Doran and Michie [5] , Nilsson [14] , Slagle and Bursky [20] , and Samuel [10] . All these procedures have some form of what Amarel calls "attention control." They periodically reconsider the partly searched tree to decide where to work next. Thus they make immediate use of the information gained from the expansion of a node in an attempt to keep the procedure working on that part of the tree which appears to be most promising at any time.
Samuel's procedure [16] is the one most similar to A-B. The mMn difference is that Samuel makes reorder decisions only ~t even depths; thus it is like one-half of the A-B procedure. It generates A cutoffs but no B cutoffs. Samuel's procedure uses Cutoffs take a different form in these procedures since they search for ~ solution wherever it may appear rather than searching the tree to a fixed depth-~'he alpha or beta cutoff does not occur. Cutoffs do occur in the sense that unproirlising nodes are not expanded; however, these are always tentative cutoffs, while alpha and beta cutoffs are permanent. The sharp distinction between forward and b,~ekward pruning also disappears in most of these procedures. Certain versions of Amarel's procedure and Doran and Michie's procedure use operator selection rules which have the irrevocable character of forward pruning.
In general, the relationship of the A-B procedure to these other procedures is that A-B is similar in general concept but specialized for the task of gnome-playing. A-B is also a simplification of most of these procedures since A-B does not estimate the effort required to expand a node nor is any consideration given to the size of parallel portions of the tree.
Conclusions
Several fast tree-searching procedures have been described. These halve been tested on six different variations of the game kalah. The fixed-ordering program is much faster than the Alpha-Beta or minimax programs. The dynamic-ordering programs are only slightly faster than fixed ordering because the limit of perfect ordering is being approached. The parameters used in these search rout ines must be adjusted for best results and optimum values will depend on relative speeds of the various parts of the program.
Future efforts to produce faster tree-searching routines by increasing the number of alpha and beta cutoffs through improved ordering and reordering procedures are not likely to yield substantial improvements for the game of kalah, since the limit of perfect ordering is now being approached.
The Alpha-Beta procedure produces a worthwhile improvement in se~trching efficiency at depths of 2 or more. The fixed-order procedure produces a~ wort~hwhile improvement at depths of 4 or more. Dynamic ordering becomes worthwhile a~ depths of 6 or more. Hence, we can conclude that the more complex procedures are more useful for deeper trees.
